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This book provides an in depth look at Palau for visitors by land and sea. The first half of the book

delves into the culture and history of Palau with suggestions for tours, hikes, diving and cultural

activities. The second half of the book provides a comprehensive set of information for the visiting

yachtsman, from weather, parts and services, to charts, routes and anchorages. Palau is an island

nation and much of her secret beauty is scattered throughout the myriad islands of her azure

lagoons, making the second half of the book of interest to sailors and visitors by air alike.
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General

Randy and Hideko Abernethy were married in French Polynesia in 2005 and fell in love with tropical

islands. Well, more in love actually. By 2006 they had sold their business and moved aboard a

sailboat. Shortly thereafter they left Fort Lauderdale Florida to circumnavigate the globe. Randy and

Hideko both earned Yachtmaster ratings in their preparations for the voyage and Randy has since

earned a 200 ton Masters license and become a Scuba Diving instructor. Their journey has taken

them throughout the Caribbean and across the Pacific Ocean. After three years at sea they have

lingered in several places but nowhere so long as Palau. Exploring her waters was a pleasure for

the authors and they are happy to be able to share the beauty of Palau with others through this

book.

Only Guide that's useful for yachtiesWell researchedAll info is relevant as of Jan 2016



Great book. We just returned from Palau and it was very helpful even a years dated.

Don't go to Palau with our this book. It's the only book of it's kind that deals with what is available on

the island. We sailed in on our boat and spent three weeks there seeing the sights and anchorages

of the island. Couldn't do it with out this book.

This is a great book for exploring Palau. Not only is it full of advice for people who arrive on their

boats, but it's also great for land- based tourists. Lots of background info on Palau and it includes

activities that other guidebooks don't mention. A good find and the photos are beautiful too!
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